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Literature underpinnings: 
ePortfolio use in EAP
● Aygun & Aydin (2016) - key focus on the use of ePortfolios for EFL 
writing mainly on motivation impact - reflection-based
● Mason, Pegler and Weller (2004)  - an assessment method  across 
an Open Polytechnic for online courses not face-to-face and not a 
focus on EAP specific papers
● Bollinger & Shepherd (2010) again online courses not for EAP focus 
– students’ perceptions on ePortfolio integration in online graduate 
courses
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Literature underpinnings: 
ePortfolio use in EAP
● Alawadat (2013) ePortfolio with ESL students pre-sessional 
learning gains (literacy), including language proficiency and 
assessment, and technical skills. 
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Literature underpinnings: Social constructivism 
(SC)
• emphasis on active learning as opposed to passive 
• learning perceived as a socially constructed phenomena
• in this pilot study the ePortfolio was used for:
• choosing and uploading evidence of learning, 
• reflecting on learning,
• planning, 
• collaborating
• and creating content 5
Ethical considerations
● course teacher was one of the two researchers
● no access to any data until course grades were submitted
● constantly re-iterated that it was the use of the ePortofolio 
that we were focusing on
● may have been a concern since the ePortfolio was used as 
the deposit for their assessment tasks – the researchers 
needed the distinction to be clear 
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Case study & Methods
● Participants – 8 University third year undergraduate 
students
● Course – EAP core skills focusing on reading and listening 
● Multi-method approach used for this pilot study
● Questionnaire- based survey of participants  
● Semi- structured interviews with participants
● Participants’ ePortfolio Document analysis
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Key Techno Tools
Tool Students Teacher eDesigner
Mahara (Eportfolio)
Trello
Screencast-o-matic
Google docs
Nvivo
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Participants: Reflections
systems
processes ePortfolios
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Participants: Reflections
Systems
Students: 
ePortfolio: “It was “scary” that we had control”
Screencast-o-matic: “....the interaction, if it is a small group and you 
have met before, and then you do the presentation and  
communicate with each other, you find you sort of know the people 
better. I did a presentation yesterday and I really enjoyed the 
experience”
Google docs:This was only used by the students to complete the 
questionnaire
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Sample front page
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Participants: Reflections
Systems
Teacher:
Prior to this, only familiar with using google docs
Nvivo:Learning about Nvivo took many hours
ePortfolio:overall using it was successful, easy to use
Trello:good to organise and keep track of the different tasks we 
were engaged with in the project
Screencast-o-matic:conversations - st. liked the idea that they 
could record and then be assessed afterwards - control
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Participants: Reflections
Systems
eDesigner:
• Meeting the teacher early before the start of Semester
• Matching design with teacher’s assessment requirements
• Teacher attending workshops
• Students in computer lab tutorials
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Participants: Reflections
Processes: How to use?
Students:
Enjoyed sharing and working with peers and getting feedback, 
Trouble using the sharing function ..so had to get help from peers,
“It was a little difficult. A classmate helped me.
“I liked it because sometimes there may be some errors 
that I don’t know about. So some guys with big knowledge, I can 
learn many things from them…..”. 
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Participants: Reflections
Processes: How to use?
Students:
“I think also for the feedback from the lecturers. I think if you 
could put all of it on one page. Then we can open them at 
the same time that would be great. Because when we click 
the comments, we can’t see them straight away, we need to 
download the file”
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Participants: Reflections
Processes: How to use?
Teacher:
● Reassuring the learners about their understanding of the 
processes
● One student - the most insecure about using the ePortfolio and 
was quite anxious and needed reassurance – used the most 
features 
● That student ended up being one of two who assisted and 
supported the others the most.
● A learning process for me as well as for the students- new to 
trello, nVivo, Mahara and screencast-o-matic 16
Participants: Reflections
Processes: How to use?
eDesigner:
Teacher: It was very useful that the teacher followed up after the 
workshops for students to understand the processes.
Students:Even though they had been to the workshops and had 
follow up sessions with the teacher whenever they needed to sue a 
function - “ How to?”guides were needed explaining the processes
Guidelines - either video and/ paper guides
Booking reliable labs - computer working properly
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Participants: Reflections
ePortfolio content
Students:
Overall  students enjoyed using the ePortfolio,
Two said that they were excited to use the ePortfolio
They liked the idea that they had access to the ePortfolio after 
the course
They enjoyed getting access to their peers portfolios so that 
they could add feedback.
Too many things on  main page “it looked complicated”.
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Sample assignment Response: Language focus, 
presentation, self and peer evaluation 
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Participants: Reflections
ePortfolio content
Teacher:
•Redesigning some assessment tasks collaborating with the 
edesigner – helped that the edesigner was an EL
•Reassuring the learners about their understanding
•One student - the most insecure about using the ePortfolio and was 
quite anxious and needed reassurance – used the most features
•That student ended up being one of two who assisted and 
supported the others the most.
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Participants: Reflections
ePortfolio content
eDesigner:
•Balancing the ePortfolio design with the assessment  
content design – balance merge
•Initial work with the teacher was crucial
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Conclusions
• Positive student engagement - language use
collaboration,
evaluation
exploration
• eDesigner experienced EAL teacher - positive impact
• Teacher engaging in a range of technology tools not used 
before- exciting even though time-consuming
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